



An Analysis of International
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In recent years, the international labor migration of workers from
Jilin has attracted domestic and foreign attention particularly as it
relates to Chinese of Korean ethnicity. Moreover, interest in the issues
surrounding the remittance of income derived from this increasingly
common practice of overseas labor to China has likewise increased.
However, when the data for such remittance by laborers is calculated
according to balance of payments statistics, it becomes clear that due to
the inadequate scope of data collection and to an overly narrow concept
of what quali¯es as remittance, there had not yet been su±cient study
given to this issue. The main purpose of my research is to analyze
metrically the international migration of Chinese laborers as well as the
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Pi = f(wh ¡ wp; race; age; gender; rures; edu;











Pr = f (race; age; gender;mar; rures; edu;mig-years; soins; cost1; cost2)
(2)
Pm = f (race; age; gender;mar; rures; edu;mig-years; soins; cost1; cost2)
(3)






Pi = a0+a1 ¢(wh¡wp)+a2 ¢(race2)+a3 ¢(race3)+a4 ¢(age)+a5 ¢(gender)+
a6 ¢ (rures)+a7 ¢ (edu)+a8 ¢ (skill)+a9 ¢ (migexp)+a10 ¢ (network)+
a11 ¢ (soins) + a12 ¢ (emp2) + a13 ¢ (emp3) (4)
Pr = a0+a1 ¢ (race2)+a2 ¢ (race3)+a3 ¢ (age)+a4 ¢ (gender)+a5 ¢ (mar)+
a6 ¢ (rures)+a7 ¢ (edu)+a8 ¢ (mig-years)+a9 ¢ (soins)+a10 ¢ (cost1)+
a11 ¢ (cost2) (5)
Pm = a0+a1 ¢(race2)+a2 ¢(race3)+a3 ¢(age)+a4 ¢(gender)+a5 ¢(mar)+
a6 ¢ (rures)+a7 ¢ (edu)+a8 ¢ (mig-years)+a9 ¢ (soins)+a10 ¢ (cost1)+
a11 ¢ (cost2) (6)







ln(Pi=1 + Pi) = a0 + a1 ln(wh ¡ wp) + a2 ln(race2) + a3 ln(race3)
+a4 ln(age) + a5 ln(gender) + a6 ln(rures) + a7 ln(edu)
+a8 ln(skill) + a9 ln(migexp) + a10 ln(network)
+a11 ln(soins) + a12 ln(emp2) + a13 ln(emp3) (7)
ln(Pr=1+Pr) = a0+a1 ln(race2)+a2 ln(race3)+a3 ln(age)+a4 ln(gender)
+a5 ln(mar)+a6 ln(rures)+a7 ln(edu)+a8 ln(mig-years)
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